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So con season is upon us again.
Are YOU ready?
You see, this isn’t just an
opportunity to see the third Jawa
from the left in Return of the Jedi
for the umpteenth time, while
making everlasting memories
with friends and having enough
beverages to quickly forget those
memories you’d just made - it’s
also an opportunity to do your part
to get the good name of the Rebel
Legion out there for all to hear.
We do hundreds of events every year, but those are often for
people who already know who we are, or folks who might not be
interested in costuming per se, but are certainly interested in the
Saga. Cons are where we’re surrounded by “our people,” and
simply put, it’s the best location to do heavy recruiting and get
more people involved in the Rebel Legion cause.
So what can you do?
• Actually wear your costume. I know it sounds crazy, but to
show that you’re an actual member of a costuming club, it’s a
good idea to wear your costume. If you don’t want to wear your
costume, wear your Rebel Legion tee shirt or badge. I think I
talk about the RL more when I’m wearing a tee shirt with the
group’s name on it than I do when I’m wearing my costume.
• Get some business cards. If you don’t have trading cards,
talk to your CO about getting some business cards made up.
There’s now an official Rebel Legion business card you can
order, and some bases have even designed their own. If worse
comes to worse, write the URL down on a piece of paper and
hand it to someone. Can’t get the word out if you don’t have
anything with the word actually on it.
• Get a room, er ... table. Having a table at SDCC or
Dragon*Con or Wizard World is a given, but what about at
your local con, comic event or hobby expo? If you’re a lonely
rebel in the middle of nowhere, talk to your local con folks and
see if you can get a table set up. If it’s just you or a couple
Rebels around, talk to the 501st, Jedi Assembly, or FanForce
members around you and see if you can all share a table. Then
talk to your CO and get convention flyers and print some off.
Fan groups sometimes get tables for free, and you can even
sometimes get reduced fees for tickets as well. It’s a win-win
for everyone. And speaking of said table…
• Work the table. The unsung heroes of the Rebel Legion are
the folks who work the table. Everyone knows that there’s
never enough time to do everything at a con, and you want to
see those people that you might not’ve seen since last year.
Why not share a shift with that friend at the table and catch up?
Even if you don’t think you have enough time to do a full shift,
stop by the table and give the people working there a break.
Every little bit helps.
So when you’ve got your lightsaber packed and your con
schedule all worked out, ask yourself, “What can I do for the
Legion at this con?” and get out there and do it!
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“What’s THAT comlink?”
It’s the Jedi Headset from EP3.
“A headset comlink was a communications device worn as headgear,
often by pilots. Jedi pilots of the Galactic Republic wore headset
comlinks piloting the Delta-7 Aethersprite-class light interceptor and
Eta-2 Actis-class light interceptor [Film]. Jedi of the New Jedi Order
wore similar devices during the Yuuzhan Vong War, and Shado Vao
sported a smaller version during the Massacre at Ossus, while piloting
a Jedi Shuttle from Ossus. [Printed Material]”
NOTE — The key element to this prop is obtaining a Plantronics SR1
PC Headset Microphone (for computer communication).
The rest is just molded brass fittings and bits..

meet
the base
Each quarter, we feature a Base or Outpost of the Rebel
Legion as a way for our members to get to know one another,
and to learn more about our fellow Rebels scattered all over
the globe. Up this issue... Alpha Base!
HISTORY: It’s time to bring “Balance to the Base” by
celebrating the origins of our costuming organization.
The birth of Alpha Base and the
Rebel Legion is closely related
to the story of Luke Skywalker
finding out who was really his
father. “Luke, I am your father.”
A young fan, Jason Brooks,
joined the 501st Legion when
it was only a handful of tiny
garrisons. His graphic design
abilities got him appointed as
Legion Membership Liaison
(LML). He trooped alone along
side a local fan group called
the Seattle Star Wars Society
(S.S.W.S.), which had formed
around 1997. One day when another legion member showed
up, he decided to ask, and was granted a garrison status.
It is known today as Garrison Titan (name chosen to show
strength).
In his LML role, he got frequent requests from Rebel fans
to join the garrison. So he decided to help form what is now
known today as the Rebel Legion. “I made a banner. (The big
orange one with the pilot helmet.) Helped with a website and
started asking around for volunteers to hand it off to. Then of
course we needed a local chapter for our beloved local rebels
and Jedi. So then Alpha Base was created… the site, the
logo, the name, etc. I personally wanted Alpha Base as the
name because it would represent one of the first bases.” Let
me paraphrase for Jason, “Rebels, I am your father.”
Just as it took a long time for Luke Skywalker to know his
true identity, it also took Alpha several years to actually
become part of the growing Rebel Legion. Due to a leadership
disagreement between the SSWS and a base called Endor,
established in northern California, Alpha was not permitted
to join until it was willing to eliminate all ties with SSWS. This
occurred in 2003 as the Seattle group was declining and later
dissolved. So, much as Luke’s abilities for becoming a Jedi
candidate were hidden from him, the first actual base of the
Rebel Legion also was not recognized in the beginning.
Jason Brooks is, and always has been, a Dark Sider. In fact,
his identity in the 501st Legion is Darkside (SL-0552). But we
should all be grateful that his heart once was turned to those
who follow the Light Side of the Force!
LOGO: The original logo included in its
bottom arch the letters “SSWS” for
the old Seattle Star Wars Society.
The design today differs only in the
removal of these letters. This was the
first base logo created for the Rebel
Legion. There are some very beautiful
base logos today that outshine ours,
but none can claim to be the Alpha logo.

Alpha Base and Garrison Titan at a special donor’s birthday party in December
at the Museum of Flight (Boeing Field)
CHARITIES: Like all other active Legion groups, Alpha has
participated in supporting numerous local and national charities.
Every year, we attend walk-a-thons, parades, fairs, and
conventions to promote donations through photo shoots with
Garrison Titan for charities like Toys For Tots, Children’s Hospital,
American Red Cross, Child’s Play, and others.
ACTIVITIES: 2008 was a very
successful year for Base activity.
Just weeks before the holidays,
we helped our local Marine Corps
Reserve to put on a successful
toy drive at a large Toys-R-Us
store. Members were also called
on to help with Lucasfilm licensed
product openings at two Pottery
Barn for Kids locations with
hundreds of children lined up to
have their pictures taken in the
stores. We were invited to spend
three weekends as part of the
largest public fair in Washington,
the “Puyallup”. (Don’t worry about
trying to pronounce it… only
the locals know how.) Members
Badger’s little Hiro testing the Star
appeared for two of the theater
premiers of Star Wars: The Clone Wars furnishings at Pottery Barn for
Kids in September.
Wars animated film. Many of us
answered the call to appear at
the Cinerama Theatre in Seattle for the midnight opening of the
film FANBOYS. We visited with fans and film celebs at Emerald
City Comicon and the Norwescon putting on our fundraising photo
shoots and enthusing the crowds of collectors and other costumers.
Some of our members are experts in their tooling and costume
techniques, and have put on discussion panels at the conventions.
In fact, Brander “Badger” Roullett (our Base Recruitment Officer)
is doing a couple in the coming months on thermoforming plastic
parts. We have a growing group of Rebel Fleet Troopers attending
a work party with his help this month. We have hopes of fielding a
squad of troopers for upcoming parades. We are looking forward to
a productive and growth year ahead in 2009!
- Charles “Folard-Toz” Foltz, Base Comanding Officer

Creating a Legion
of Heroes :
The Truth is Out There

Recently a question was posed to the Rebel
Legion council: “When were we formed?”

Herm: So how did you officially start with
the RL?

The Council could only give one response:
“When a mommy-Legion and a daddyLegion love each other very much…”

DarthGoat: It wasn’t until April of 2001
that I met Rich “Mookie” Fairbrother and
Doug Fesko at Pittsburgh Comicon that I
really got involved. They told me about this
upstart group. At the time I think they had
maybe 20 members tops?

But they knew this was a question
that needed to be answered. So the
Commanding Officer of the Rebel Legion
contacted one of the most brilliant
investigators he could find.

“You want how much
		
money up front?”
Making a command decision, he then
decided there was an easier alternative, a
closer alternative, a ... let’s be honest – a
cheaper alternative. Me. Herm. Galactic
Gumshoe.

I feel really bad because
I was just the person who
found the talent to lay the
foundation, and it was
this group of passionate
people that really founded
the Rebel Legion.  

- Tony Troxell

My investigation started with the most
obvious source – the Rebel Legion website.
Purchased eight months after the 501st
website by Ken “Lumwyrm” Ograyensek
in late 2000, the original RL homepage
was activated April 18th, 2001 and a notice
was sent to the major internet-fan sites on
August 14th, 2001 that the content was live.
But this web page means that the group
had been formed for a while and was just
letting the world know of its existence. I
couldn’t deal with just computerized dates
and times. I needed to ask questions.
Lumwyrm gave names.
My first stop - former Council Member
Jason “DarthGoat” Gallo.
Herm: What do you recall about the first
contact you had with the RL?
DarthGoat: Tony Troxell sent out an
e-mail asking about interest in a Rebel
costuming group.
Herm: Were you involved with the 501st
Legion at the time?
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DarthGoat: I was not. In fact my
involvement with costuming was very
light at that time. I had done a few events
with 501st in ‘99 and 2000 but I was the
token Rebel. There were one or two of us.
Usually Jedi but I was often the lone Pilot.

I jumped at the opportunity to get involved.
Mookie handed over Midwest Base to me
and said, “Go nuts!” I did.
Herm: How long were you a CO with the RL?
DarthGoat: I held my post until 2003. My
XO was Stacey “Obiwannabe” Lee during
that period. We went to every event we
could and drummed up as much interest
as possible for our territory. Charity events,
cons, parties, we did it all - any excuse to
get out in costume, we took it.
When I finally stepped down in late ‘03
I believe we had the largest and most
active base at the time. We were closing
in on 70 members or so? I can’t recall the
numbers exactly.
Herm: But being CO of Midwest Base wasn’t
the only thing you did for the RL, right?
DarthGoat: I remained active with the Legion
serving on the Council untill the end of 2004.
At that point I was getting married and Star
Wars was starting to lose its luster for me. It
was time to move on to other things.
Herm: Did you think this group would
continue to build as much as it has?
DarthGoat: The club seems to be healthy
and folks seem to be having fun and in the
end that is good enough for me. I know I
was a part of something special.

It was a start. But I felt I was still missing most
of the picture. A little bit of creative searching
turned up activity for a former RL Council
member – Lynn “MaulWalker” Duffield.
Herm: How did you get started with the RL?
MaulWalker: A long time ago...I don’t
remember the year; I was contacted by Tony
Troxell. He was interested in starting up
a Rebel oriented costuming group like the
501st. The Georgia Garrison of the 501st
allowed Rebel costumers as “unofficial”
members, so I had already heard about
the vote the 501st took to not allow Rebels
to join that organization, but to support the
formation of a sister organization.
Herm: So the 501st turned down the idea
of “rebel supporter.” Was this the first you
heard of a splinter group?
MaulWalker: Just prior to this was the
schism between the Replica Props Forum
(RPF) and A Site About Props (ASAP).
ASAP indicated that they were also going
to create a Rebel costuming group.
After confirming that Tony was not
involved with the ASAP group, I signed on
as did the others.
Herm: How did the term “Rebel Legion”
come about?
MaulWalker: Tony came up with the
name Rebel Legion. While the good guys
were called the Alliance in the Original
Trilogy, the Legion part indicated that were
somewhat linked to the 501st Legion.
It was more information than I had
before. Other members I sought out
hadn’t responded and my deadline was
approaching. I needed to get closer to
the source, and quick. Luckily, Tony
Troxell finally contacted me and gave his
perspective about the RL’s beginnings:
“The roots of the Legion undeniably lie
with the 501st. In late 2000 there was a
discussion thread on the 501st Yahoo!
Group discussing where to place the
growing number of Rebel Costumers
showing up to events. The 501st wasn’t
just a Star Wars costuming group, it was
specifically an IMPERIAL costuming group,
and there just wasn’t room for the Rebels in
the organization if it was going to stay true
to its roots.
At the time, my wife was an active member of
the 501st as a TIE Pilot, and she brought the
discussion to my attention. Being the nosey son
of a biscuit that I am, I started participating.
It was pretty clear from the get go that there
was a desire not to place the Rebels under
the banner of the Dewback Squadron.
At that time, although I was considered

the active CO, it was still very much a
role-playing group that despite our best
efforts, had no interest in costuming what
so ever. So, with my experience in forming
groups and leadership roles, I was asked
to get a group together and start laying the
foundation for the sister group to the 501st,
The Rebel Legion.
We started with a small group of people
whose names, sadly, I cannot recall. I can
recall a few, but I really do not want to list
a few names that my trick memory can pull
up and omit names of those who were just
as active. I feel really bad because I was
just the person who found the talent to lay
the foundation, and it was this group of
passionate people that really founded the
Rebel Legion. The foundation was a private
EZBoard that was soon abandoned and has
been lost to the sands of time so sadly, I can
no longer find any information there.”
According to the Internet Web Archive, the
first archived page for the Legion was from
the end of April in 2001. That was around
the time we finally got our own web space,
and moved the site from Geocities. There is
still some active links on the archive page
if you would like to dig through them, like to
the EZBoard we used to be linked to and
the likes of that.
The group grew slowly and steadily, with a
few speed bumps - such as a CO that, in all
honesty, just didn’t have the time to devote
to the group that it needed. I stepped down
right around the time that we started to get
a boost before Celebration II.”
It seemed like a bust. Sure, I walked
away with more about the beginnings of
the Legion, but I was looking for a time…
a date to which the RL could celebrate
in appreciation for having this wonderful
group. The trail had gone cold. All seemed
hopeless, until I recalled something Tony
had said … “Late 2000.”
Accessing the Internet Archive and utilizing
the original Rebel Legion EZBoard forum,
this small bit of information was discovered:
Screamin’ Wookiee (Posts: 131)
(11/18/01 3:05:47 pm)
Topic: A year ago this month....
A year ago, a few of us got an e-mail from
Tony about forming a rebel costuming
group. The Rebel Legion is the result of
that e-mail.
I would just like to say congrats and thanks
to everyone, especially Tony and Rich, for
making this happen. I would have never
guessed we would get as big as we are so
soon. Slick
- By James “Herm” Hermle

So in November as we celebrate the
Rebel Legion’s 9th anniversary, let’s not
forget those who were here to start us
on our journey:
Legion Command Tony “Double T”  Troxell
Legion Executive Officer Richard “Mookie” Fairbrother
Legion Advisory Council Lynn “Maulwalker” Duffield
Doug “Fleet Dude” Fesko

Some of the founding Bases and
Commanders:
Brazilian Base
Canadian Base
Central Base Joe “Jobiwan” Selle
Echo Base Richard “Mookie” Fairbrother
Evergreen Base Erica “airickuh” Mahood
Florida Base Ken “Lumwyrm” Ograyensek
Georgia Base Brandi “Princess Leia” Messee
Midwest Base Jason “darthgoat” Gallo
Mountain Base
NoCal Base
SoCal Base Jeff “Utinni619” Teel
Southern Base
Star Base Richard “Kardon Mossk” Bruner
Western Base

Some of the founding members:
Droidboy
Joe Selle
Cheralyn Lambeth
Ken “Lumwyrm” Ograyensek
Jedi Mistress Dragon
Stacey “Obiwannabe” Lee
Kardon Mossk
Lord Abbadon
Rich “Mookie” Fairbrother

Diplomatic
Missions

Houston Symphony
Houston, Texas  •  February 6-8th

Every now and then in your life, an event or
events may come along that make a direct
impact on yourself or others.  I can think of a
few, but none have quite compared to anything
that involves Star Wars. Kessel Base was
invited to be part of the Houston Symphony’s
performance of “Star Wars and More John
Williams”, which included music from Star
Wars, Indian Jones, E.T., Jaws and Harry
Potter.  As we were driving to Houston I thought
about what to expect. When the night was over,
it would be like nothing I had imagined.
Our friends, the 501st Star Garrison were
there to greet and get us situated. A quick
breather and we went down to the stage
where we met conductor Michael Krajewski
and went through a quick rehearsal of our
roles in the performance. Michael much to
my surprise, was a very good natured, very accommodating
person. He was thrilled to have us there for that night’s
performance and was looking forward to participating with
us, as he would take part in a couple of skits during the
performance. The first was a mischievous Jawa that crept up
on Michael and stole his baton. Michael chased him around
a bit until he enlisted the help of a couple of Stormtroopers.
They promptly chased the little scavenger off stage.
During the performance of the “Imperial March” , Star
Garrison’s Sam Morton, dawning his new Vader costume and
escorted by a squad of his Stormtroopers, proceeded to take
over conducting duties and sent Michael off stage. When the
musical piece was finished, order was quickly restored and
Michael tentatively resumed his place on the podium.

James “Aston Jor-Cello” Matlock, Jack Odanovich,
Danny “Danpa” Patterson & Belle “MJLolanaK” LaDean
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Next up was the battle between Jack Odanovich as
Anakin Skywalker and James Matlock as Mace Windu to
the music of “Duel of the Fates.” Their battle started with
a chase across the stage and went back across stage
left with sabers swinging then finished back at stage
right. James said that during the performance all he
could think about was “Don’t trip, don’t trip, don’t hit an
instrument, and DON’T hit the EXPENSIVE violin!”
But in the end the show stealer were two astromech
droids, an R2-D2 and an R6. They had to have been the
most requested photo opportunity of the night.
- Tony “AMP” Perez, Kessel Base

Jack Odanovich, Shannon Mayfield, Katherine “Nasakat”
Peters & James “Aston Jor-Cello” Matlock

New York Comic Con
New York, New York  •  February 6-8th
New York Comic Con (NYCC) 2009 started with an early
morning muster for some of the Rebel Legion. Friday
brought television promos for NYCC thanks to early
morning outdoor weather reports for the CBS Early Show.
The temperature at that hour was doing it’s best to remind
everyone of Hoth/Echo Base, and while most members
were hiding thermal underwear under layers of Jedi
tunics and robes, or Rebel Fleet Trooper uniforms, Echo
Base’s Kristin “Benae Quee” Sirota braved the cold in her
Slave Leia bikini! After a post-show tour of the CBS Early
Show studios, we headed back down to the Jacob Javits
Convention Center to pick up our badges, get situated in
our volunteer dressing room, and set up our Rebel Legion
table. Thank you to all the members that donated trading
cards and temporary tattoos for table freebies. And special
thanks to Echo Base’s Terry “Navajo Bro” Browning for
the loan of the table and chairs, Freedom Base’s Joel
“Shivannd” Webne for bringing the Rebel Legion banner
and costume book and to Terrapin Base’s Neil “Aurabesh”
Shivelle for Captaining the staffing of the table.
Joining us at the Rebel Legion and 501st Legion tables on
Friday and Saturday was Honorary Legion member Steve
Sansweet, Head of Fan Relations at Lucasfilm Ltd. (LFL).
Steve signed his various books and posed for photos with
fans and even was made a honorary Slave Master by the
ladies gathered near the Rebel Legion table for the Slave
Leia group photo on Saturday. The LFL panel this year
was titled Celebrate a Star Wars Decade. Were You
in Line in ‘99? At the panel Steve read from selected
questionnaires, that con goers had filled out at the Legion
tables, about where they were in 1999 and how the
release of Star Wars: The Phantom Menace effected their
Star Wars fandom. Steve also interviewed Kyle Newman,
Jamie King, and Dan Fogler from Fanboys – which opened
that weekend.

Diplomatic
Missions

Since Honorary Member Peter Mayhew was a guest of
NYCC, it was a Wookiee-tastic weekend with as many
as four Wookiee costumers suited up, causing flurries
of flashes for photo ops. The only thing grabbing more
attention then the
Wookiees was a
remote controlled
R2-D2 Unit, expertly
handled by R2
builder Dana Powers.
Freedom Base’s Rick
“Bouri-Plwel” Bouwhuis
and I debuted the
new Rebel Legion
Cheerleaders uniforms
(available in both
ladies and men’s styles)!
Our Saturday night dinner and karaoke was once again
held at Stout Restaurant and Bar, 60+ members of both
Rebel and 501st Legions were joined by Honorary Legion
members and their guests including: Steve Sansweet, Peter
and Angie Mayhew, Anthony Forrest, Matt Busch, Jan
Duursema, and Doug Wangler. Each Honorary Member
received a bright orange bag with an assortment of Rebel
Legion and Echo Base patches, temporary tattoos and
trading cards. Thanks
to Echo Base’s Mike
“cyranodb” C. for
helping me out with
donations of patches
for the bags. The Leia
buns hat again made a
round of the room, and
many RL hockey jersey
wearing members
posed for group pics.
The Rebels outlasted the 501st for staying late for karaoke. I
usually stick to doing group songs for karaoke, but this year
I tried a duet with Echo Base’s Ruby “rubinekso” Rinekso
- thanks Ruby for carrying me on that song!
Sunday was Kids Day at NYCC, and our Legion table was
the busiest it had been all weekend with lots of families
stopping by for free Legion swag including: trading cards,
temporary tattoos, Legion activity books, and of course to
look at the helmets, lightsabers and Legion costume photo
book on display.
Thank you to the members of Echo Base (host), Alderaan
Base, Corellian Base, Freedom Base, Sunrider
Base, and Terrapin Base for once again attending and
volunteering for NYCC, helping make it the biggest and best
North East convention of the year for the Legion. Hope to
see you all again next year when NYCC moves to October
8th - 10th, 2010. (Yay, no threat of snow!)
- Mary Alice “Queen Amidala” Ladd, Echo Base

Steve Sansweet becomes an honorary Slave Master.

Diplomatic
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Red Cross Fundraiser
Oakland Park & Salisbury Downs, South Australia  •  November 14th  
Our mission was as a combined effort between the Rebel
Legion Tatooine Base, 501st Terror Australis Garrison and
the South Australia Fan Force to raise as much money as
we could in just one day for the victims of Australia’s worst
ever natural disaster- the Victorian Bushfires of 2009.

It was busy all day long and there were many tired troops
by the end of the day, but what a fantastic day it was! With
loads of generous people donating money and time all
for the Red Cross. The combined total of both shopping
centre appearances raised $3,840.85 (AUD)

Over 200 people lost their lives in this tragic event and
we wanted to be there, to do what we could to help raise
money for those who need it the most. Armed with a
10KG (22lb) block of Cadbury Chocolate to raffle at each
shopping center appearance, we mingled with the shoppers
and asked them if they would like to enter the drawing to
win the chocolate or make a donation for the Red Cross
Bushfire Appeal. Many people asked for photos with which
we gladly obliged (there was no charge for photographs)
and many smiles were put on children’s faces! Well, except
for one little kid, who was so petrified of Darth Maul that he
was trying to clamber out of Mum’s shopping trolley. Poor
little bugger.

Special thanks goes to Rick and Leektar, the Generals
of the Hollywood event, Jedi Master Sifo Dyas and
Commander Barriss for their generous donation of the
two blocks of chocolate to raffle. Without your help and
contributions, we could never have achieved what we did.

Dave “_Master_Skywalker_” and Allison “Starfire
Phoenix” present the 10 KG block of Cadbury
Chocolate to the raffle winners, James from Aberfoyle Park (left) and Tania of Morphett Vale (right).
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Thank you.
- Dave “_Master_Skywalker_” Humphrey, Tatooine Base

WonderCon

Diplomatic
Missions

San Francisco, California  •  February 27th
This year San Francisco’s WonderCon 2009
was held in Moscone Center February 27th
- March 1st. Comic-Con International hosts the
convention – the same folks who put together
San Diego Comic-Con. Despite the tough
economic times, the attendance rate at this
convention continued to boom with roughly  
29,000+ people in attendance – making this
the West Coast’s second largest pop-culture
convention of the year. Once again, the Rebel
Legion had a fantastic showing with members
from Endor Base, Sunrider Base, Kessel
Base, and Canadian Base joining in on all of
the fun!
Star Wars fans were in for a special treat this year with a
rare appearance by both Mark Hamill and Carrie Fisher
signing for Official Pix. The Rebel Legion was honored
to help with autograph line duty all three days of the
convention along with the 501st. A huge thank you goes
out to Karen “Kitfox” Katich for coordinating the volunteer
efforts on behalf of both Legions. Eugene “Dork Vader”
Shim was impressed with the camaraderie and “…how well
the Rebel Legion and 501st Legion worked in partnership.”
Mark Hamill was in great
spirits all weekend, taking
the time to chat with each
and every fan and sharing
many fun anecdotes.
Carrie Fisher appeared
delighted on Saturday
as she was inducted as
the first Honorary Rebel
Cheerleader. Jessica
“Jeslyn” Muchow, Kathy
“Kay_Dee” Skirmont
and Joan “Docrichsgirl”
Belcinski presented Ms.
Fisher with a plaque and a special Spirit Stick made by
Jessica. The Cheerleaders then lead the crowd in a round
of “Give me a C! Give me an A! Give me an R!... Yay
Carrie!” Carrie showed her appreciation by thanking each
cheerleader one by one with a kiss on the cheek.
In addition to Mark and Carrie, other Star Wars and
Lucasflim guests including Daniel Logan, Ray Park,
Matthew Wood, David Acord, Anthony Forrest, Don Bies,
C. Andrew Nelson, Bonnie Burton, Steve Sansweet, Mary
Franklin, and Dave Filoni. Several Star Wars artists were
in attendance as well including Matt Busch, Tom Hodges,
and Katie Cook. Daniel Logan as always, was good for
a laugh - one memorable moment caught by Cassandra
“Sister Sola” was Daniel having his forehead autographed
by Carrie Fisher! To sum up something Dave Filoni
said during Steve Sansweet’s presentation, it seemed

that members of Lucasfilm decided to make an effort to
support their hometown convention this year, and Northern
California Star Wars fans truly were thankful!
On the fan club front, the Rebel Legion and San Francisco
Fan Force teamed up once again with a joint “Star Wars”
booth presentation co-hosting a charity raffle benefiting
The Boys and Girls Clubs of San Francisco. We had many
wonderful prizes donated by our Rebel Legion members,
as well as cardboard standees from Advanced Graphics,
a limited edition Commander Gree Mighty Mugg by Anne
Neumann and Steve Sansweet at Rancho Obi-Wan, and
two limited edition Star Wars bicycles from the Lucasfilm
Licensing Archives courtesy of Mary Franklin. In addition,
as a thank you for the volunteer work done by the Rebel
and 501st Legions over the weekend, Official Pix gave us
four Mark Hamill and Carrie Fisher autographs to raffle off.
In the end we raised $647 dollars for the Boys and Girls
Clubs. Thanks again to everyone from the Rebel Legion,
Fan Force and 501st for supporting such a worthy cause,
which helps the children in our community. In addition to
the raffle, the Legion had lots of fun give-aways including
a Clone Wars mini-posters, temporary tattoos, trading
cards, and orange rebel fortune cookies ordered by Kathy
“Kay_Dee” with sayings like “Let the Wookiee Win,” “May
the force be with you, always,” “People like you because
you’re a scoundrel,” “Do or do not. There is no try,” and
“The force runs strong in your family.”
Another convention highlight was the first joint Rebel
Legion & 501st dinner, held on Friday evening at Jillian’s.
Former Golden Gate Garrison CO Ed Karl recognized
that many Rebel Legion members were also a part of the
501st and suggested the idea of making this year’s dinner
a combined group effort. Rebel Legion XO Matt “JedHead”
Tolosa and Base CO Kathy Skirmont agreed this was
a wonderful way to be all-inclusive and formally invite
friends from the Rebel Legion to be a part of the festivities.
Matt helped by scouting out the restaurant options near
the convention center, Ed took care of all of the final
arrangements, and the many members of both Legions  
Continued on page 12
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fights with his dad as often as he could.
This journal was how we were able to learn
more about Max, as well as how we were
able to come up with some of the ideas
played out at the event.  
Another detail that had to be figured out was
how to run the fundraiser.  We decided to
do a Star Wars themed Fun-Fair and Raffle.
The Fun-Fair itself was free, but donations
were encouraged and welcomed. The raffle
tickets were being sold for $1.00 each and
could either be split up to go towards many
different items, or to better their chances for
a specific item (by putting all their tickets in
for one item). ALL proceeds went to
www.thecurestartsnow.org an organization
that funds research and protocols for DIPG
and other forms of pediatric brain cancer.

A Make-A-Wish Birthday
Naperville, Illinois  •  March 7th  
Max Lacewell is a darling, energetic little five year old boy that
loves his family, Star Wars and Legos.  But you would never
suspect that this little fireball is also a very sick little boy. Max
has DIPG (Diffuse Intrinsic Pontine Glioma); a form of brain
cancer that currently has a survival rate of only ten percent.  
But let me tell you, if anyone can beat this terrible disease, IT
WOULD BE MAX!  And I think that anyone that was at his event
would tell you the same thing.

Once the plan was finalized, everything
for the Fun-Fair/Fundraiser fell into place
and shifted. We had seven different “stations” to plan for; Face
Painting, Youngling Coloring Station, Hot Thermal Detonator
Game, Temporary Tattoo Station, Imperial/Rebel Blaster
Academy, Photo Area & the Raffle Station. The next several
weeks entailed lots of preparation work and many more members
of the Rebel Legion, 501st Legion and Jedi Assembly all signing
up for the event with great enthusiasm and selflessness. So
many came forward to donate their time, as well as several items
for the raffle, prizes for the games and many gifts for Max. Words
cannot express how touched I was by everyone that was a part
of this special day for Max and his family.   

The request came in to the Midwest Garrison back in December
of 2008 from Janet Schenone (a good friend of Max’s Mom),
asking for a few Star Wars characters to come out to Naperville,
Illinois to make an appearance at a party/fundraiser for this little
boy that has brain cancer.  His name was Max and he really
wanted to meet some “real” Star Wars characters. Well, the
call went out loud and clear.  Within an hour of my volunteering
as Event Coordinator for this party, we already had close to
10 people signed up for it!  The next day I contacted Janet to
introduce myself and to start planning what turned out to be “The
best party EVER!” (in Max’s own words).  

Patrick “TX-3697” Higgins was Darth Maul for the event, which
turned out to be the most important character of the day.  During
the planning stages, Leanne told us that Max’s Make-A-Wish
wish was to battle Darth Maul. Well, I actually welled up with
tears when I found that out. This was one more thing that we
could certainly make happen for his special day. Patrick went
all out for Max. He shaved his head the night before the event
and raised funds for www.stbaldricks.com in honor of Max.
St. Baldricks is another organization that raises awareness and
funds to cure kids’ cancer by supporting cancer research and
fellowships. He also painted the most amazing oil painting for
Max. It featured the battle between Max (portrayed as a Jedi) and
Patrick as Darth Maul. It was fantastic!

The first thing we had to figure out was the event date. We only
had a small window to work with because Max was starting his
first round of chemotherapy and they wanted to plan the party at
a time that he was feeling “good” enough to enjoy it (in between
chemo rounds). We were told that the party would need to take
place some time in late February or in the month of March.
This would be the “in-between” time. The date of March 7th was
decided on, and what a day it was!  It was perfect.  

Another member, Phyllis “Schph Gochi” Schulte, made a
beautiful Jedi robe for Max, as well as had a custom Ultrasaber
lightsaber made for him for his battle against the Sith Lord. He
looked like a true Jedi Padawan that was ready for anything!  
He was even made an
Honorary Member of The
Jedi Assembly!

We had gotten the news back in early February that Max’s first
round of chemo resulted in his tumor shrinking 30%!  What
wonderful news!  Now it was time for Max to take a break from
the treatment and begin building his strength back up again
before the next round. What a trooper! According to Max’s journal
(written by Max’s mom, Leanne) at www.caringbridge.org/visit/
maxlacewell, most days he was full of energy; laughing, running
and playing with his big sister, Addie, as well as having lightsaber

We were also honored to
have Nathan “TK-9135”
Bantz of the Japanese
Garrison join us.  But
before he left Japan to
come to the States just
days before the event, he
generously offered to not

“The thing that was neat to me was how
much effort people put into this. Their hearts
are so big and they do this all the time. Their
- Leanne (Max’s Mom)
hearts are so big ...”
only donate a Stormtrooper helmet for the raffle, but also made
two custom acrylic plaques for Max.
Bob “SoloYT1300” Kohn gave Max a Battle of Yavin Medal, John
“Fitz” Fitzsimmons brought Max an assortment of patches, Mike
“TI-1659” Riemma gave Max a .45 scale Darth Maul Master
Replicas lightsaber as a reminder of his triumphant battle, Kevin
Skoglund (RL & IN-6951) donated a life-size Yoda for the raffle,
and many of the prizes for the games (as well as some of the
raffle items) were donated by Mike “TK-356” Plesha. These are
just a few of the many physical items that were donated by the
attending (and non-attending) members of both Legions and the
Jedi Assembly. Actually I would say that just about everyone
had something that they brought for the Raffle. THANK YOU,
EVERYONE!!! One other item we gave Max was a framed 501st
Legion 10-year Anniversary poster, signed by all the attendees
that day. But I think the most important contribution was the mere
presence of everyone that attended.  
The Fun-Fair portion of the event was held in the 65’ x 65’
squared gymnasium at the Naperville Presbyterian Church, while
the Raffle/Donation portion was held in the large hallway that led
into the gym. We were lucky to have that much room available to
us, as there were at least a couple hundred kids and their parents
or adult chaperones in and out of the event throughout the three
hours that it lasted. We had close to 40 costumed characters
there and every one of them always seemed to have at least a
child or two close by at all times!
Max made his entrance riding on his sister’s back. His eyes were
wide as saucers as he was greeted by Stormtroopers and then
made his way into the gym. You could tell he was scoping out the
place to find someone; and that someone was Darth Maul. We kept
Maul behind closed doors until we thought Max would be ready for
his big surprise “battle”. That didn’t take long. Max was very excited
and full of energy; and after about a half hour of playing at the
“Blaster Academy” station and meeting a lot of the other characters,
Max was going to have his Make-A-Wish wish granted.  

The tattoo-faced Sith
Lord made his big
entrance and walked
straight toward the
small, wide-eyed
5-year old. Max
wasn’t hard to find
in the crowd. He
had already been
given his new Jedi
robe and his new
blue lightsaber was
glowing brightly.
He was completely
ready for this battle.
He even made the first strike against Maul. The crowd gathered
around them, watching in awe and cheering Max on. After a few
minutes, the battle was over and Max was victorious! Afterwards
the two opponents shook hands and Patrick (aka Darth Maul)
presented Max with the hand-painted oil painting (pictured
below). They were both all smiles.
The event carried on for a couple more hours and shortly after the
event was over, we heard the incredible news that an unbelievable
$4,000.00 was raised for www.thecurestartsnow.org in just
those three short hours! Amazing!
Here is a quote from Leanne (Max’s Mom), speaking about Max’s
party - as reported in the Naperville Sun
“It was just so cool. It’s everything that he loves all in one room.
He got to do his battles and he was shootin’ things ... that was
one of his wishes, to battle Darth Maul. The thing that was neat
to me was how much effort people put into this. Their hearts are
so big and they do this all the time. Their hearts are so big ...”
After the party, we all met up at a local Applebee’s restaurant to
relax and share stories from Max’s big event.  This was truly a
day to remember for Max and his family, as well as for all of us
that attended.  It’s amazing how such a small little boy can touch
so many, so deeply.
Thank you to EVERYONE that attended!! Thanks to all the
spouses and kids that took photos and video and supported the
“troops” in every way! We couldn’t do it without all of you!
- Cheryl “Whinter Fenlynn” Whitaker, Midwest Base

Kick that tumor’s butt,
Max!

Links to more photos can be found at the bottom of the official Mission Report:
http://rebellegion.com/forum/viewtopic.php?t=16494&sid=dbf852c6907f1a07814123ffebceeebb

News From
lucasfilm

Continued from page 9

From 1977 to the middle 1980s, Star Wars was always
there for you . . . . And then it wasn’t.
That far-away galaxy went quiet while George Lucas
moved on to other projects, waiting for the technology to
catch up with his imagination. But that wasn’t good enough
for the fans. And Star Wars has always belonged to the
fans; they weren’t about to let it go. George Lucas created
the Saga, but fans made it what it has become.
It’s that first generation of fans – the ones inspired by the
memorable characters, the stories, and the visuals – who
are creating new Star Wars excitement today, whether it
be fan films, hilarious television episodes, a somewhat
bawdy film with true heart... or the exciting new weekly
animated series, Star Wars: The Clone Wars.
This year we’re celebrating both our new directions as well
as the renaissance of fandom, marking a decade since
the Star Wars saga blasted back into our galaxy with the
release of The Phantom Menace. At several conventions
throughout the year we’ll be asking fans like you to plumb
their memories for our Star Wars Stories Project: Not only
where you were in ’99, but also what Star Wars fandom
has meant to you.

UPCOMING CONVENTION SCHEDULE
Comic-Con International
San Diego
July 22-26

Chicago Comic-Con
(Wizard World)
Chicago
August 6 - 9

Dragon*Con
Atlanta
September 4-7

Star Wars Fan Days
Dallas
October 24-25

- Steve Sansweet, Head of Fan Relations, Lucasfilm
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Kimber “Kimber” Lyn and David “dbuck” Buckley keep an
eye on the goodies at the table.

contributed by sponsoring dinners for the largest number
of VIP/Lucasfilm guests ever in attendance at an annual
dinner. With roughly 120 RSVPs, our combined Star Wars
Legions occupied the entire first floor of Jillian’s! Legion
members from both clubs also donated many toys and
collectibles to the charity dinner raffle, some of the biggest
prizes being a Star Wars Bicycle donated by the Lucasfilm
Licensing Archives and a Stewart Comgraph (3D Portrait).
Thanks to Barbara “Barbie” Arbues for coordinating the
raffle which raised $300.00 for Foster a Dream.
Our annual Rebel Legion photo shoot was once again a
big success. A total of 34 Rebel Legion members attended
the group photo this year, many being new members who
discovered us at WonderCon 2008! R2 Builders Gerard
Fajardo and Chris “Bothan Jedi” James were kind enough
to bring their droids to our gathering of Rebels just before
whisking them away to the Droid Builders panel. We were
also joined by a special surprise guest, Blair Butler of G4’s
Attack of the Show! Two segments aired on March 3rd &
4th featuring Rebel Legion members and our photo shoot.
You can view the reports at G4tv.com
Thanks to everyone who came out to support the Rebel
Legion at this convention and helped with booth set-up,
table duty, raffle donations, autograph line duty – the list
goes on! The convention was a success because of the
team effort put forth by our members; you are the ones
who make the Rebel Legion one of the best clubs to be a
part of and keep the fun times rolling! We look forward to
seeing everyone again at WonderCon 2010!
- Kathy “Kay_Dee” Skirmont, Endor Base

Links to more photos and videos can be found at the bottom of
the official Mission Report: http://rebellegion.com/forum/viewtopic.
php?t=16735&sid=dbf852c6907f1a07814123ffebceeebb

Clone Troopers have invaded the
Rebel Legion! We have had a
few scouts recon’ing the area, but
we’ve finally kicked the door in with a
brand-new Detachment. Clones of the
Republic or COR is the Rebel Legion’s official Clone
Trooper Detachment.
So, are clones good-guys, bad-guys, or are they both?
Believe it or not, this has been a touchy subject for both
the Rebel and 501st Legions. Some argue that since
Clonetroopers are the predecessor to Stormtroopers, they
are bad guys. Others say that before Order 66, the clones
are good-guys, especially since they are listed as such in
LFL source material. If you’re not aware of these debates,
trust me, they run deep and heated! However, luckily, in
the real world, both the Rebel Legion and the 501st Legion
recognize the Clonetrooper (in its many variations) as an
acceptable costume. I say, “Pour some sugar in that haterAID and let’s spread the love, people!” Clones are lucky
enough to enjoy duel citizenship and that’s a good thing, if
you ask me.
The COR is here to give the RL Clones a place of their
own to call home, provide its members a consolidated area
to share clone-related knowledge and experience, and
to act as a point of contact for all things Clone. Non-COR
members cannot post in the detachment forum (as with all
detachments) but if you’re interested in, or working on, a
clone costume, please post your questions and progress
in the Rebel Troopers general forum. We will be looking for
you and are ready and willing to help in any way we can.
Feel free to contact myself Tom “General Fidelis” Twohig
- Detachment Commanding Officer, Brian “phantom8”
Anderson - Detachment Executive Officer and Clone
Legion Costume Judge, or John “jschlosser” Schlosser Clone Legion Costume Judge with any questions you may
have about building a clone costume.
In even more recent news, we already have our first COR
Squad! Congratulations to Mos Eiesly Base for creating
the very fist clone squad in the Rebel Legion! On March
4th, 2009, Sandcrawler Squad was born. Thank you MEB
clones and Command Staff for making this a success! Josh
“Blazshtaliar” Lopez has been chosen as Squad Leader.
-Tom “General Fidelis” Twohig, Echo Base

With summer approaching and temperatures rising, so
increases the risk for heatstroke. This can be especially
problematic for our trooping rebels; not everyone can wear
Leia’s bikini on hot days and the many layers involved in
Jedi robes can make for an overheated costumer. So as
the days continue to grow warmer, it’s important for our
members to remember to take precautions.
• Drink plenty of WATER: If you are trooping in full
gear outside in 90 degree weather, you are going to
be sweating. So to stay safe, it’s important for you to
remain hydrated.
• Remember the SUNSCREEN: Even if you are mostly
covered in cloth, just minimal sun exposure can cause a
painful and dangerous burn.
• Speak Up: Even the most careful of rebels can fall prey
to the elements, so if you feel unwell speak up and let
someone know. Get to a cooler place if you can and
hydrate some more.
After your event, designate someone to write a Mission
Report. Without those reports we wouldn’t have half this
newsletter, and we wouldn’t be able to show the public all
the wonderful things we do with our costumes.
Stay safe this spring and summer and let’s have a
successful season!

Editors:

“Greenlight. GO! GO! GO!”

From the
Editors’ Desks

Lesley Farquhar
Sunrider Base

Neil Shivelle
Terrapin Base

Staff:

Detachment News

Deidra Culp
Midwest Base

Jon Paulson
Sunrider Base

Matt Hofmann
Midwest Base

Joel Webne
Freedom Base

Katharine Star
Echo Base

Over the last nine years we’ve had a lot of wonderful
merchandise. Here are just some of the patches,
t-shirts, coins and other items that have been made
to show our Legion pride.

